




AdvAntAge through innovAtion

elegant. efficient. Superior power. outstanding performance. 

impressive long-range cruising capability. innovative safe-

ty features. exceptional reliability. these are only some of 

the attributes that describes our new dA42-vi. the dA42-vi 

combines generous refinement with diamond Aircraft’s cha-

racteristic quality and sophistication. Well-designed with new 

accents such as improved exterior design, the entire revision 

of the cowling and nacelle and a revolutionary new propeller, 

this aircraft exceeds your expectations.

A category-defining aircraft. the weight saving program can 

serve as a unique and distinctive milestone in the history of 

diamond Aircraft. it is an incentive for the conscious enhan-

cing our products and systems and helps redefine boundaries 

again. the goals of this development are to reduce fuel con-

sumption and operating costs, while at the same time impro-

ving performance such as the maximum speed. the dA42-vi 

with its twin Ae300 turbo diesel piston engines produced by 

Austro engine is a superbly capable aircraft. the aircraft’s 

extreme range, long endurance, advanced avionics and the 

astoundingly low fuel consumption of the Jet-A1-powered en-

gines underline our effort to make flying more environmentally 

friendly. With the dA42-vi you can fly non-stop across moun-

tain ranges and over oceans while you benefit from our de-

icing system and iFr avionics if the weather gets bad en route 

exceed your expectations

and at your destination. in your dA42-vi you are able to travel 

directly to places you never thought possible. 

Broaden your horizon. if you are looking for a new flight expe-

rience, an easy to operate aircraft, nearly as simple as a sin-

gle engine aircraft, then the dA42-vi is the premium choice. 

All-in-all, it offers everything you need to enjoy your individual 

flight mission. Both, improvement and innovation, are the hall-

marks of the new dA42-vi. 

The most important performance and weight improvements 

at a glance for a typical aircraft configuration:

over 40 kg/88 lbs less weight compared to the dA42 ng

take-off distance ground roll:  919 f t

Max. cruise speed (at MCP):  197 kts

Climb rate (iSA SL):  1800 fpm  

oei climb rate:    average 280 fpm





PerForMAnCe enhAnCeMent 

the improved performance results in a 919 ft take-off distance 

(ground roll) and a substantially higher initial climb gradient. 

We also indicate a maximum climb rate of 1,800 fpm at sea 

level and around 1,000 ft at FL180 at a climb speed of 120 kts 

at minimum weight. Adding this to the extended flying range 

and the low fuel consumption of 40 lt/hr, the dA42-vi is a con-

vincing aircraft. equipped with Jet-A1-powered Ae300 tur-

bocharged common-rail injected 2.0 l diesel engines, together 

producing 336 hP and an eeCu single lever control system, it 

achieves a convenient cruise speed of 175 kts, and a maximum 

true airspeed up to 200 kts in FL160 and above.  

go SAFe

Your safety is our highest priority! We focused on improving 

passenger comfort, active- and passive safety features. the 

dA42-vi is the undisputed technology leader in this segment. 

it offers the ultimate in redundancy: damage tolerance, fail-

safe carbon airframe and cell with completely redundant elec-

trical system and power sources, fuel system protection and 

of course twin engines with a convenient single-lever power 

plant control including automatic load indication.

CoMFort And StYLe 

the diamond Aircraft dA42-vi is a byword for creative solu-

tions, thoughtfully designed details and robust quality. its sleek 

lines and powerful engines with the new and improved three-

blade constant speed propellers are sure to attract crowds 

wherever you show up. A combination of leading edge tech-

nology with proven composite airframe materials and build 

techniques, diamond is committed to providing pilots with 

exceptional aviation experiences. Fully iFr certified with the 

garmin g1000, gFC700 autopilot and available known ice pro-

tection, it is making a pilot’s life easier and giving you and your 

passengers the comfort and safety you are looking for.

MAintenAnCe AS FASt AS Your BuSineSS

diamond Aircraft offers the right level of maintenance, lo-

gistics and equipment solutions tailored to your individual 

needs and business requirements. With our partners you 

have the highest possible experience level of developing 

diesel engine technology, produced by Austro engine gmbh. 

the improvement of our dA42-vi goes hand in hand with the 

development of new generations of engines. For instance, the 

extension of the tBo (time-Between-overhaul) for the Ae 300 

series of aircraft engines from 1,000 hours up to 1,200 hours, 

demonstrates our commitment to innovation and the continu-

ed quality improvement of our products. 

iMPreSSive reSuLtS

With the dA42-vi you will enjoy lower operating costs, lower 

fuel consumption (compared to previous diesel engine air-

craft) with a noticeable effect on the improved performance 

and comfort. 

dA42 vi - evolution of efficiency.







TKS Panels:
Sophisticated installation process for the 
TKS-panel has considerably increased the 
performance and aerodynamic qualities 
which resulted in less drag and improved 
lift.

Propeller: 
Our revolutionary new propeller has been 
developed and designed in close coopera-
tion with the company mt-propeller. Slightly 
bigger, increased diameter and a more curvy 
shape led to a performance improvement of 
3 knots.

Cowling/Nacelle:
The embodiment of modern design and tech-
nical excellence: sleek style and noble work-
manship in every detail. We have achieved 
a systematic appraisal and further deve-
lopments of the existing modular systems, 
which makes our aircraft faster, more aero-
dynamic and more advanced. 
Redesign of the air intakes for charge air, 
engine cooling, fuel cooling, gear box coo-
ling and cabin heat. The streamlined shape 
of the new cowling as well as the repositio-
ning of the fuel cooler resulted in more thrust 
and less aerodynamic drag which made the 
DA42-VI about 8 knots faster.

Luggage compartment:
The improvements incorporate aesthetic, functional and aerodynamic advantages. With an 
advanced new hinge concept gaps could be reduced to a minimum clearance and increased the 
opening angle. Additionally the doors are sealed with a better seal design and provide better 
protection for your luggage. 



Wing fairings:
Right from the development stage, the engineers 
at Diamond Aircraft laid the foundations for a new 
generation of wing fairings. Attached under the 
wing they are covering exposed flap hinges and 
control rods contributing to the efficiency of the 
DA42-VI.

Flush head screws: 
In spite of their flat and elegant impression the 
flush head screws provide high durability and a 
higher speed for our customers. Your benefits: 
high efficiency and a sovereign elegance.

New rudder:
With the redesign of the rudder we succeeded 
not only in aerodynamic benefits by reducing 
drag but also in decreasing the minimum control 
speed which has been reduced by over 5 kts. 
This means better directional controllability with 
the critical engine inoperative at a lower speed, 
and an appreciable reduced take-off distance.

Interior: 
Product enhancement does not stop with interior 
design. By using lightweight materials, such as 
ultra light floor coverings, a significant additional 
weight reduction, effecting  an  increased speed 
and enhanced performance of the aircraft, could 
be achieved.





            Power plant

                  engines
2x Austro engine Ae 300 turbocharged common-rail injected 2.0 liter diesel engine with 168 hP
and eeCu single lever control system

                   Propellers Mt propeller Mtv-6-r-C/CF 190-69 3-blade constant speed propeller

                   Fuel grades
Jet A-1, Jet A, tS-1 (russia, ukraine), rt (russia, ukraine), 
no. 3 Jet Fuel (China), JP-8

             Performance/ consumption (MtoW)

                    Max. cruise speed (16,000 ft, MCP), 1760 kg toW 365 km/h tAS 197 kts tAS

                    Max. cruise speed (16,000 ft, MCP) 353 km/h tAS 193 kts tAS

                    Cruise speed at 60% (16,000 ft)  322 km/h tAS 174 kts tAS

                     Stall speed, clean 124 km/h CAS 67 kts CAS

                     Stall speed, landing configuration 113 km/h CAS 61 kts CAS

                     rate of climb (iSA SL), 1760 kg toW 9.1 m/s 1,800 fpm

                     rate of climb (iSA SL) 7.1 m/s 1,400 fpm

                     rate of climb (18,000 ft) 5.0 m/s 1,000 fpm

                     Single engine Service Ceiling 5,486 m 18,000 ft

                     range at 60%, standard-/ long range tank 1,470 km/ 2,245 km 795 nm/ 1,215 nm

                     Consumption at 60% 39.4 lt /hr 10.4 uS gal/hr

                     take-off distance 50 ft (iSA SL) 598 m 1,961 ft

                     take-off ground roll (iSA SL), 1760 kg toW 280 m 919 ft

                     take-off ground roll (iSA SL) 354 m 1,161 ft

                     Landing distance 50 ft (iSA SL) 570 m 1,870 ft

                     Landing ground roll (iSA SL) 340 m 1,115 ft

                     Max. operating altitude 5,486 m 18,000 ft 

                     Max. demonstrated crosswind 46 km/h 25 kts 

             dimensions/ mass/ loading

Length 8.56 m 28 ft 1 in

height 2.49 m 8 ft 2 in

Wing span 13.55 m 44 ft 4 in

Seats 4 4

empty weight *) 1,410 kg 3,109 lbs

MtoM 1,900 kg 4,189 lbs

Payload *) 490 kg 1,080 lbs

Fuel capacity 
standard-/ long range tank

189 lt /
289 lt

50 uS gal/
76.4 uS gal

*) Specifications apply to standard equipped aircraft (with dMe, tAS, WX500, AuX, tKS, standard light weight interior without adjustable seats), if not otherwise stated. the above data are approximately specifications and may change 
without notice.   

8.56 m / 28 ft 1 in8.56 m / 28 ft 1 in

13.55 m / 44 ft 4 in13.55 m / 44 ft 4 in

2.49 m / 
8 ft 2 in

diesel en 590



Join the diamond family. 

each member of our diamond distribution network is a pilot committed to aviation. our partners are as excited about 
diamond products as we are. Locally owned and operated diamond distributors will help you to find the best suitable 
diamond product. You will benefit from a large field of experience as well as extensive product and market knowledge. 
our partners take the time to listen to your goals and concerns and assist you while evaluating a solution customized 
to your needs and requirements. the majority of our partners do also offer maintenance services at their own service 
facilities. Further maintenance assistance is provided by our network of independent diamond Authorized Service 
Centres all over the world.

Contact us today at +43 2622 26700 

or find your local diamond distributor online at www.diamond-air.at
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